PMS Information Systems is a leading application Development, Maintenance & Training provider of IBM i (aka AS/400, iSeries eServer, System i, i5) & IBM Mainframe technologies with its headquarters in Chennai, India. Managed by a veteran with more than 18 years experience in IBM i technology, the PMS team consists of highly qualified consultants having experience in this technology. Professionalism and high performance combined with innovative and creative IT solutions and development is what PMS offers.

PMS Information Systems now launches PMS Academy emerges as one of the leading training provider for Academic Projects in IBM i (AS/400), IBM Mainframe and other technologies like Java, .NET and PHP for Academics. We are providing 100% placement assured career training to the candidates taken Internship, academic mini project and academic final year project with us. Our training provides them an uncompromising confidant who makes them think, act and behave differently.

We will motivate them around common values, purpose and vision, and inspiring them to develop & implement their ideas. Our project training process builds an experiential and individualized development process to achieve their short and long term goals. Project training exposure is provided by our Executive Coaches who are knowledgeable and competent which will brings the added advantage in our training program.

Our trainers are very professional and come highly qualified and they will bring a wealth of knowledge to the training sessions as they almost all have extensive experience. Our Academic projects help students develop better technical competency and practical experience.

We are providing unique practical methodology to give a real project experience to the students. Our support starts right from training you on the required skills to start the project, further guiding to meet project objectives, there by taking you through the complete project life cycle.

**Highlights:**

Most students have no idea on how to begin their project. This is understandable: It is the first time they will have had to tackle a large amount of work that is probably poorly defined (the project descriptions provided by lecturers are rarely complete!) To get started, it helps to know the key activities that result in a successful project.

They are,

- Problem identification
- Requirements understanding
- Problem modeling
- System analysis and specification System design
- Naming Standardization
Layer Architecture
Coding Optimization
Module implementation and system integration
System test and evaluation
Documentation
Project management

We will deliver the Project Software Source Code with Basic Documentation, throughout INDIA / All over the World and if the user requests we will give the ONLINE DEMO / LIVE DEMO of the Software Project, he / she selected.

We will also give the Source Code CD and step by Step Project Running Video CD for the Students Reference.

We will send the CD or the user can Download the same from our Servers

Technologies:


Project Support:

* Confirmation Letter, Attendance Letter, Completion Certificate, Synopsis,
* Abstract, Diagrams, Review Details, Relevant Materials, Presentation,
* Supporting Documents, Software Technology E-Books,
* Software Development Standards & Procedure,
* Theory Classes, Lab Working Programs, Project Design & Implementation

Project Deliverables:

* Project Abstract, Synopsis, Detailed Study
* Project Review Details
* Project Report, Relevant Materials, Sample Reports, Etc.,
* Working Procedure of the Project, Source Code of the Project
* Software(s) related to Projects like Java Tools, Web Logic, etc.,

NOTE:

Dear students,

Do your academic projects in IEEE standards with only using algorithm.
Do your academic projects in IEEE 2011, beware that every IEEE projects (papers) contain algorithm.
Many companies and project centers do not use the algorithm in paper, simple reading the abstract and code them self by the technology (java or .net). That code will not match the IEEE paper, so kindly beware of the projects.

For further details, please feel free to contact us,

**PMS Information Systems**
#50, 1st Floor, Janani Landmarks,
Mahalakshmi Street, T.Nagar,
Chennai – 600 017.

**Contact:** +91 044 45528298 / +91 96000 79773

**Mail:** training@pmsinformationsystems.com
**Web:** [www.pmsinformationsystems.com](http://www.pmsinformationsystems.com)
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Chapter 1
Dot Net Projects

Domain Name: Knowledge & Data Engineering
PMSDN 01 – Data Leakage Detection
PMSDN 02 - Closeness: A New Privacy Measure For Data Publishing

Domain Name: Software Engineering
PMSDN 03 – Finding Bugs in web Application using Dynamic text generation & Explicit-state Model checking

Domain Name: Multimedia
PMSDN 04 – On Energy Efficient Encryption for video steaming in wireless sensor networks
PMSDN 05 – On the Annotation of web videos by efficient near-duplicate search

Domain Name: Mobile Computing
PMSDN 06 – Cost Analysis of Short Message Retransmission
PMSDN 07 - A Gen2-based RFID Authentication Protocol for Security and Privacy

Domain Name: Networking
PMSDN 08 – Minimizing Delay & Maximizing Lifetime for Wireless sensor networks with any cart
PMSDN 09 – Fast Algorithm for resource Allocate in wireless cellular networks
PMSDN 10 - Cell Breathing Techniques for Load Balancing in Wirless LANs
PMSDN 11 - Delay analysis for maximal scheduling with flow control in wireless networks with bursty traffic
PMSDN 12 - Network Capacity Adaptation In Service Overlay Network
PMSDN 13 - Resource Overbooking: Using Aggregation Profiling In Large Scale Resource Discovery

Domain Name: Parallel & distributed computing
PMSDN 14 – Dynamic Data reallocation in hybrid disk arrays

Domain Name: Network Security
PMSDN 15 –In-depth packet inspection using a hierarchical pattern matching.
PMSDN 16 – A survey on the Encryption of Coverage Cost Traffic with In-network Processing.

Domain Name: Image Processing
PMSDN 17 – Sparse Bayesian Learning of Filters for Efficient Image Expansion
PMSDN 18– Generic Loss less visible Watermarking & New Approach

Domain Name: Dependable & Secure Computing
PMSDN 19 -Sig Free: A Signature – Free Buffer Overflow Attack Blocker
Chapter -2
JAVA Projects

**Domain Name: Image Processing**
PMSJV 01-A Perceptually Relevant Approach to Ringing Region Detection

**Domain: Data Engineering:**
PMSJV 02 - Constrained Skyline Query Processing Against Distributed Data Sites

**Domain: Networking:**
PMSJV 04 – Remote Approach For Effective Task Execution & Data Accessing Tool
PMSJV 05 – Domain Name Service System with Secured Manner
PMSJV 06 – Spread Node Relocation by Effective Tolerant Process
PMSJV 07- An Adaptive Programming Model For Fault- Tolerant Distributed Computing
PMSJV 08 – Java Program Invention with User Integrated Developed Environment
PMSJV 09- Remote System Access By Using VN
PMSJV 10 – Network Load Balancing
PMSJV 11 – Design a Guard System for Sybil Attack
PMSJV 12 – Minimizing File Download Time in Stochastic Peer – to – Peer Networks
PMSJV 13 – IP Fast Reroute Framework
PMSJV 14 – Filtering Unwanted Packets on ATM Network
PMSJV 15 – Multi Server Communication for Distributed Database Management
PMSJV 16 – Back End Communication Management System in Distributed Network
PMSJV 17 – Data Leakage Detection

**Dot Net Projects – Non IEEE -2011**
ASPD 01 – Training Portal Enhancement
ASPD 02 – Automated Resume Builder
ASPD 03 – Recruitment Process Teller System
ASPD 04 – Automated Discuss Form
ASPD 05 – Web Based System for Real Estate
ASPD 06 – Automated Calculator System for Insurance
ASPD 07 – Search Engine for Alumni of College
ASPD 08 – Document Version Controller
ASPD 09 – Teller System for Meeting Schedule
ASPD 10 – Multilevel Business Measurement
ASPD 11 – Equity Trading Portfolio Manager
ASPD 12 – Easy System for Campaign Updater
ASPD 13 – Enrich Tool for Training and Placement
ASPD 14 – Resource Management System
ASPD 15 – Effective tool for Job Provider & Exam Maintenance
ASPD 16 - Information on WAP
ASPD 17 – Human Resource Enriches Tool
ASPD 18 – World Wide Web Rating System
ASPD 19 – Web Based Material Requisition & Stock handling
ASPD 20 – BSNL Search Service Engineer System
ASPD 21- Tracker System for Recursive URL Downloads
ASPD 22 – World Wide Bookshop Keeper
ASPD 23 – Web Portal for E- Banking Transaction System
ASPD 24 – Tracking System for Call Logging
ASPD 25 – Web Portal for Project Bug Tracker
ASPD 26 – Web Based Healthcare Portal
ASPD 27 – Knowledge Management Using Web Based Semantic Rule
ASPD 28 – Hiding Sensitive
ASPD 29 - Developing File Transfer Protocol for Multiple Sites
ASPD 30 - Web Template for Customer Relationship
ASPD 31 – Web Tracking For Freight System
ASPD 32 – Database Replication Detector & Eliminator
ASPD 33 – Retail Automation for Fuel Management
ASPD 34 – Complete Automation Software for Shares
ASPD 36 – Automated Software for Call Center
ASPD 37 – Relocation & Packing Services
ASPD 38 –Web Course Finder
ASPD 39 – Tracking Tool For Enterprise Resource Planning
ASPD 40- Banking Software for Mobile Computing
ASPD 41 – Tracker System for Credit Card Fake
ASPD 42 – Analysis, Testing, Marketing & Business Plan for Internet Marketing
ASPD 43 – Intranet DATA Refuge Services
ASPD 44 – Citizen Online Service Management Information System (COSMIS)
ASPD 45 – Fleet Rental Management
ASPD 47 – Cyber Voting
ASPD 48 – A web usage Mining Framework for Mining Evolving User Profiles in Dynamic Web Sites
ASPD 49 – Watermarking in Relational Databases
ASPD 50 – Agent Based E-Brainstorming
ASPD 51 – Security Requirements Engineering
ASPD 54 – Web mart Jewelry System
ASPD 55 – Tea Factory Gadget Software
ASPD 56 – Web Based Accounting Analyzer
ASPD 57 – Campus Help Desk Software
ASPD 58 – Effective Student Portal with Rating System
ASPD 59 – Web Based Student, Staff Interaction Software
ASPD 60 – Online Pharmacy Management System
ASPD 60 – Collection Agency Performance Tracking System
ASPD 61 –SMTP
ASPD 62- Web time Tracker
ASPD 64 – Network Monitoring & Controlling
ASPD 83- Windows Management Instrumentation
ASPD 84 – Edge Detection
AS 01 – College Attendance System
AS 02 – BSNL
AS 03- Cargo Tracking System
AS 04- Cyber Voting
AS 05 – Development of a web based recruitment process system for the HR Group of a company
AS 07 – Meeting Scheduler
AS 08 – Network Management System
AS 09 – Multilevel Marketing Measurement System
AS 10- Design & Development of Equity Trading Portfolio Manager
AS 11- Development of a Campaign Information System
AS 12 – Development of a Feature-rich, Practical resource Management System
AS 13 – Online Job Provider & Search Centre
AS 15 – Web rating System
AS 16 – BSNL Search system for customers & pillar management for service engineers
AS 17 – Recursive URL download manager
AS 18 – Online bug tracking System
AS 20 – Design & Development of Insurance Agent’s SAMURAI
AS 22 – Repository & Search Engine for Alumni of College
AS 23 – Document Version Controller
AS 29 – Development of a practical online helpdesk (OHD) for the facilities
AS 32- Database Enterprise Manager
AS 34 – Online Information on WAP
AS 35- Online Travels & Tourism Management
AS 36- Mails Management Using SMTP Mail Server System
AS 37- Online Web mart system for Jewellery Shop
AS 39 – E-Banking Transaction System with portal for Bank officials & customers
AS 40 – Online HealthCare System
AS 41 – Accounts Information System
AS 42- Online Matrimonial System
AS 43- Online Discussion Forum
AS 44- Online Bookshop Management
AS 45- Analysis, Testing, Marketing & Business plan for Internet Marketing
AS 46 – Packet Transaction in a network
AS 47- A p2p Replication based Performance Improvement
AS 48- Multiple site File Transfer Protocol
AS 49- Customer Relationship Management
AS 50- E-Commerce database replication manager
AS 51- Fuel Management Scheme
AS 52- Shares Management System
AS 53- Graphic illustrations in addition of rotatory system
AS 54- Learner-Trainer Interface Network
AS 56- Image Compression Utility
AS 57- Call centre Support System
AS 58- Encryption-Secure Communication using public key infrastructure via TCP/IP Network Protocol
AS 59- Enterprice Resource Planning
AS 60- Find & Replace Utility
AS 61- Mobile Banking
AS 62- Credit & Pack Checking
AS 63- Packers & Movers
AS 64- Finger Print Based Employee Attendance System
AS 65- File Protector
AS 66- Enhanced License Maker for Software Protection
AS 67- Cyber Eye
AS 68- Digital Image Processing Techniques
AS 69- Intranet Data Refuge Services
AS 70- Citizen Online Service Management Information System
AS 71- Cyber Voting
AS 72- Fleet Retail Management System-Manage Your Fleet Services
AS 73- College Management System
AS 74- Automation of Gas Agency
AS 75- Mobile Banking
AS 76 --Online Pharmacy Management System
AS 77- Income Tax Calculation
AS 79- Web Based Student, Staff Interaction Software
AS 80-Online Mobile Shopping
AS 81- Online Pharmacy Management System
AS 82- Human Resource Management System
AS 83- Online Appraisal

DTT01-Distributed Channel Management System
DTT02-E2M Conference
DTT03-Fin-Corp Cash Controller
DTT04-GreyHound Fleet Manager
DTT05-Minglebox
DTT06-Patient Management System
DTT07-Online Student Management
DTT08-Knowledge Management System
DTT09-Back to my Village
DTT10-Carrier Path
DTT11-Client-Server Live Meeting
DTT12-Defect Tracking System
DTT13-Geo Spatial Infotech Solution
DTT14-Mail Client
DTT15-Online Crime Project
DTT16-Personal Assistant
DTT17-Project Scheduler
DTT18-Shopping Cart
DTT19-Speed Cash System
DTT20-Cable Project
DTT21-Callcenter Executer
DTT22-Commodity Intelligence System
DTT23-Fleet Management System
DTT24-Radiant Reservation System  
DT 01- Bharat Metal Unit  
DT 02 - Delhi Tourism  
DT 03 – Real Estate Management  
DT 04 – Club Management  
DT 05- Content Management System  
DT 06- On time defect reporter & Scheduler  
DT 07 – Pay pal Account  
DT 08 – Online Enquiry Form  
DT 09 – ATIMS Online  
DT 10 – H1B Visa Data processing  
DT 11- Independent Data Processor  
DT 12- Design & Development Of Insurance Agents - Samurai  
DT 13- Internet Banking  
DT 14 – Health Care Limited  
DT 15- Merchant Mobile Tracker  
DT 16- Online Bus Reservation  
DT 17 –Online Advertisement Policy with Database  
DT 18 – Online Shopping Cart  
DT 19 –Online Shopping Cart II  
DT 20- Print Preview Demo  
DT 21 –Sales System  
DT 22 – SMS Blood  
DT 23- Stores Management System  
DT 24- Thrifty Technologies  
DT 25- Online Training  
DT 26- Power Mail System  
DT 27- WAP Based Information Retrieval System  
DT 28 – Web Server with Search Engine  
DT 29- Human Resource Management System  
DT 30- Mega mart AD Release Management  
DT 31- Advertisement Agency  
DT 32- Advertisement Posting  
DT 33- Best Travels  
DT 34- Online HRD (Customized Business, Management & Personal Skills Training)  
DT 35- Vehicle Insurance Policy  
DT 36- E-Billing  
DT 37- Loan & Fixed Deposits  
DT 38- Shipper  
DT 39- Benefits Process For Migrant Workers
Domain: Intelligence Transportation System
DIEEE 01 – Fuzzy Control Model Optimization for Behavior Constant Traffic Routing under Information Procession

Domain: Networking
DIEEE 02 – Probabilistic Packet Marketing For Large Scale IP Trace Back
DIEEE 03 – Traffic Anomalies through Packet Header Data
DIEEE 04 - A Geometric Approach to Improving Active Packet Loss Measurement
DIEEE 05 - Analysis of Shortest Path Routing for Large Multi-Hop Wireless Networks
DIEEE 06 - Statistical Techniques for Detecting Traffic Anomalies through Packet Header Data
DIEEE 07 – A Planning & Tracking System Solution
DIEEE 08 – Efficient Approximate Query Processing in Peer to Peer Networks
DIEEE 09 – Key Agreement in Peer to Peer Wireless Networks
DIEEE 10 – Explicit Load Balancing Technique For NGEO Satellite IP Networks With On-Board Processing Capabilities
DIEEE 11- TCP/IP Based Process Monitoring Both Local & Remote

Domain: Dependable & Secure Computing
DIEEE 12–Credit Card Fraud Detection Using Hidden Market Models
DIEEE 13 –Temporal Portioning of Communication Resources In an Integrated Architecture

Domain: Parallel & Distributed System
DIEEE 14 - Compaction Of schedules and a Two-Stage Approach for Duplicate-Based DAG Scheduling
DIEEE 15- Resequencing Analysis of Stop-and-wait ARQ over Parallel Markov Channels/ARQ Techniques for MIMO Communication Systems

Domain: Image Processing
DIEEE 16- Adaptive Fuzzy Filtering for Artifact Reduction in Compressed Images & Videos

Domain: Mobile Computing
DIEEE 17 – Energy Maps For Mobile Wireless Networks: Coherence Time versus Spreading Period
DIEEE 18- Estimation of Defects Based On Defect Decay Model ED3M
DIEEE 19- HBA Distributed Metadata Management for Large Cluster-Based Storage Systems
DIEEE 20 -Rate Allocation & Network Lifetime Problem for Wireless Sensor Networks
DIEEE 21-Orthogonal Data Embedding for Binary Images in Morphological Transform Domain-A High-Capacity App
DIEEE 22- Trustworthy Computing Under Resource Constraints with the Down Policy
DIEEE 23 -Localized Sensor Area Coverage with Low Communication Overhead
DIEEE 24 - Active Learning Methods for Interactive Image Retrieval
DIEEE 25 -Vision Based Processing For Real-Time 3-D Data Acquisition Based On Coded Structured Light
DIEEE 26- Hardware enhanced association rule mining with Hashing and Pipelining
DIEEE 27-Efficient Resource Allocation for Wireless Multicast
DIEEE 28- A Novel Framework for Semantic Annotation and Personalized Retrieval of Sports Video
DIEEE 29- Digital Image Processing Techniques for the Detection and Removal of Cracks in Digitized Paint
DIEEE 30- Neural Network for Unicode Optical Character Recognition
DIEEE 31- Watermarking Relational Databases Using Optimization-Based Techniques
DIEEE 32- Vision Processing for Real time 3-D Data Acquisition Based on Coded Structured Light
DIEEE 33- Delay Analysis For Maximal Scheduling With Flow Control in Wireless Networks With Bursty Traffic
DIEEE 34- Trustworthy Computing under Resource Constraints with the DOWN Policy
DIEEE 35- Greedy Routing with Anti-Void Traversal for Wireless Sensor Networks
DIEEE 36- Information Content-Based Sensor Selection & Transmission Power Adjustment for Collaborative Target
DIEEE 38- Random Cast: Energy Efficient Communication Scheme for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
DIEEE 39- Network Intrusion Detection System
DIEEE 40- Route Stability in MANETs under the Random Direction Mobility Model
DIEEE 41- Secure and Policy-Compliant Source Routing
Domain: IEEE Transaction on Data Mining
IEEE 05 – A Web Usage Mining Framework for Mining Evolving User Profiles in Dynamic Websites
IEEE 06 – Watermarking Relational Databases Using Optimization-Based Techniques
IEEE 08 – Long-Term Cross Session Relevance Feedback using Virtual Features
IEEE 09 - Quiver: Consistent Object Sharing For Edge Services
IEEE 11 - Hiding Sensitive Association Rules with limited side Effects
IEEE 12 – A Semantic Web-Based Approach to knowledge Management for Grid Application
IEEE 13- Efficient Approximate Query Processing in Peer –to –Peer Networks

Domain: IEEE Transaction on Mobile Computing
IEEE 15- Distributed Algorithm for En Route Aggregation Decision in Wireless Sensor Networks
IEEE 18 – Distributes Mobility Management for Target Tracking in Mobile Sensor Network
IEEE 19– Efficient Broadcasting with Guaranteed Coverage in Mobile Ad HOC Networks
IEEE 20- Adaptive Route Optimization in Hierarchical Mobile IPV6 Networks

Domain: IEEE Transaction on Distributed Systems
IEEE 24 – Continuous Delivery Message Dissemination Problems under the Multicasting Communication Mode

Domain: IEEE Transaction on Networking
IEEE 30- characterizing Unstructured Overlay Topologies in Modern p2p File-Sharing Systems
IEEE 31- On the Computational Complexity and Effectiveness of N-Hub Shortest-Path Routing
IEEE 32 – Dynamic Network Load Balancing in Largescale Multimedia Systems
IEEE 33 - Deployment strategy & Performance Evaluation of the IPV6 Home network using the home server
IEEE 34-SSL Backend Forwarding Scheme in Cluster – Based Web Servers
IEEE 35- Pfusion:P2P Architecture For Internet Scale Content-Based Research and Retrieval
IEEE 36- A Distributed Database Architecture for Global Roaming in Next Generation Mobile Networks

Domain: IEEE Transaction on Software Engineering
IEEE 42-A formal Framework for Automated Round-Trip Software Engineering in static Aspect weaving & Transformation
IEEE 43- API Based & Information Theoretic Metrics for Measuring the Quality of Software Modularization
IEEE 44- An Empirical Study of Test Case Filtering Techniques Based On Exercising Information Flows
IEEE 45- Software Effort, Quality & Cycle Time: A study of CMM Level 5 Projects

Domain: IEEE Transaction on Network Security
IEEE 48- Computation Efficient Multicast Key Distribution
IEEE 49- Provably Secure Three Parties Authenticated Quantum Key Distribution Protocols
IEEE 50 –Distributed & Collaborative Key Agreement Protocols with Authentication & Implementation for Dynamic peer Groups
Domain: IEEE Transaction on Image Processing
IEEE 51- High Resolution Animated Scenes from Stills
IEEE 54- Detecting Wide lines Using Isotropic Nonlinear Filtering
IEEE 56- Digital Image Processing Techniques for the Detecting & Removal of Cracks in Digitized Painting

Domain: IEEE Transaction on Multimedia
IEEE 57- Learning & Matching Of Dynamic Shape Manifolds for Human Action Recognition
IEEE 58- Target Tracking Using a Joint Acoustic Video System

Domain: IEEE Transaction on Neutral Networks
IEEE 59- Approximate Entropy Based Epileptic EEG Detection Using Artificial Neutral Networks
IEEE 60 – Morphological Granulometric Features of Nucleus in Automatic Bone Marrow White Blood Cell Classification

Extra IEEE Topics:
New IEEE 01 – A New Approach for Sensitive Rule Hiding by Considering By Effects
New IEEE 04- Digital Image Tracing by Sequential Multiple water marking
New IEEE 08-On the Need for Mixed Media in Distributed Requirements Negotiations
New IEEE 10- Optical Character Recognition for Printed Tamil Text Using Unicode
New IEEE 11 – Vehicle Detection & Tracking using Acoustic & Video sensors
New IEEE 13- Efficient Broadcasting with Guaranteed Coverage in Mobile Network
New IEEE 14- Alert Based Stock Monitoring System
New IEEE 15 – Dryadeparen, an efficient & robust Closed Attribute tree mining Algorithm
New IEEE 16- Semantic Ideation Learning for Agent Brainstorming
New IEEE 17- Location-Based Spatial query processing in wireless Broadcast Environments
New IEEE 18- Digital Image Processing Techniques for the detection & Removal of Cracks in digitized paintings
New IEEE 19- Distributed Collaborative Key Agreement
New IEEE 20- Perceptual Color Correction through Variational Techniques
New IEEE 23- Approximate Entropy Based Epileptic EEG Detection using Artificial Neural Networks

IEEE - Vb DotNet Projects – 2011
VBD 01 – A Heuristic Algorithm for Clustering Rooted Ordered Trees
VBD 02 – A New Relevance Feedback Technique for Iconic Image Retrieval
VBD 03 – Reliable Entity Distribution for Boundary Services
VBD 04 – Privacy Protected Query Processing On Spatial Networks
VBD 05 – An Intelligent Multicast Communication Genre
VBD 06 – A Protocol for Resilient Optimization of Unstructured Overlays
VBD 07 – Efficient Visualization of Large Routing Topologies
VBD 08 – Storage Architectures for Digital Imagery System
VBD 09 – Realistic & Affordable Software Maintenance tool
VBD 10 – Compact & Flexible Resolution of Multiple Key Distribution
VBD 11 – Perceptual Image Color Tweak tool
VBD 12 – Recovering Facial Shape Using a Statistical Model
VBD 13 – Movie Maker Tool for High Resolution Stills
VBD 14 – A simple & Effective Wide line Detector
VBD 16 – Sequential Manifold Watermarking tracing Techniques
VBD 17 – Crack Identifier System
VBD 18 – Human Motion Recognition Using Dynamic Time Warping
VBD 19 – IPV4 & IPV6 Tunneling System
VBD 20 – Entity Tracking Tool In AD-HOC Network
VBD 21 – Localized Broadcast Oriented Protocol with Mobility Prediction
VBD 22 – Anticipation of Epileptic Seizures from Standard EEG Recordings
VBD 23 – Multispectral Imaging Technique for white blood cell segmentation
VBD 24 – SSL_With _BF Design in Cluster Based Mesh Servers
VBD 25 – Proficient Projected Query Processing in peer-to-peer Architecture
VBD 26 – Progressive Content –Based Search & Retrieval tool
VBD 27 – Distributed Structural Design for Roaming Reaper
VBD 28 – Secure Data Transmission Using Multi-party Authenticated Protocol
VBD 29 – Mutual Key Contract for Active Peer Groups
VBD 30 – Automated Round – Trip Supported for Invasive Software Composition System
VBD 32 - Software Quality Assessment of Open Source Software
VBD 33- Empirical Validation of Software Development Effort Multiplier
Chapter - 5
Java Project Titles – IEEE 2011

**Domain: Mobile Computing**
IEEE 01 – Instruction Detection in Homogeneous & Heterogeneous wireless Sensor Networks
IEEE 02 – Location Based Spatial Query Processing in wireless Broadcast Environments
IEEE 03- Bandwidth Estimation For IEEE 802.11 – Based Ad HOC – Networks

**Domain: Networking**
IEEE 04-Dual Link Failure Resiliency through Backup Link mutual Exclusion
IEEE 05 –Two Techniques for fast Computation of constrained shortest paths
IEEE 06 –BRA A Bidirectional Routing Abstraction for Asymmetric Mobile Ad HOC Networks
IEEE 07 – Security is Large Mediator Protocols
IEEE 08- Securing User-Controlled Routing Infrastructure
IEEE 09- Minimizing File Download Time in Stochastic Peer-to-Peer Networks
IEEE 10- File sharing in Hybrid model based P2P Systems For the Expected High Churn
IEEE 11 - A Geometric Approach to Improving Active Packet Loss Measurement
IEEE 12 - Residual-Based Estimation of Peer and Link Lifetimes in P2P Networks
IEEE 13- Improving TCP Fair Rate Through TCP Smart Frame

**Domain: Parallel & Distributed System**
IEEE 14-Quiver: Consistent Object Sharing for Edge Services
IEEE 15 –Efficient & Secure Content Processing & Distribution by Co-operating Intermediaries
IEEE 16- Dynamic Routing With Security Considerations

**Domain: Knowledge Discovery & Data Mining**
IEEE 17 –An Efficient Association Ruler Mining Algorithm in Distributed databases

**Domain: Knowledge & Data Engineering**
IEEE 18-A Signature – Based Indexing Method for Efficient Content – Based Retrieval of Relative Temporal Patterns

**Domain: Dependable & Secure Computing**
IEEE 19 – Controlling IP Spoofing through Inter domain Packet Filters
IEEE 20 – A Precise Termination Condition of the Probabilistic Packet Marking Algorithm

**Domain: Software Engineering**
IEEE 21 – Using the Conceptual Cohesion of Classes for Fault Prediction in Object Oriented System
IEEE 22 - Capturing Router Congestion and Delay
IEEE 23- Continuous Monitoring of Spatial Queries in Wireless Broadcast
IEEE 24 - Energy-Efficient SINR-Based Routing for Multichip Wireless
IEEE 26 - Evaluating the Vulnerability of Network Traffic Using Joint
IEEE 27 - Large Connectivity for Dynamic Random Geometric Graphs
IEEE 28 -Measuring Capacity Bandwidth of Targeted Path Segments

© PMS Information Systems 2011
IEEE 29 - Mitigation of Control Channel Jamming Under Node Capture Attacks
IEEE 30 - Mobility Management Approaches for Mobile IP Networks
IEEE 31 - Multiple Routing Configurations for Fast IP Network Recovery
IEEE 32 - Residual-Based Estimation of Peer and Link Lifetimes in P2P Networks
IEEE 33 - SIMPS Using Sociology for Personal Mobility
IEEE 35 - Identification of Humans Using Gait
IEEE 36 - Distributed cache updating for the Dynamic source routing protocol
IEEE 37 - An Efficient Concept-based Mining Model for Enhancing Text Clustering
IEEE 38 - Truth Discovery with multiple Conflicting Information Providers on web
IEEE 39 - A Robust Hidden Markov Gauss Mixture Vector Quantizer for a Noisy Source
IEEE 40 - Modeling & Automated Containment of Worms
IEEE 41 - Benefit Based Data Caching In Ad Hoc Networks
IEEE 42 - Rate and Delay Guarantees Provided by Close packet Switches with Load Balancing
IEEE 43 - Performance of a Speculative Transmission Scheme for Scheduling-Latency Reduction
IEEE 44 - Online Index Recommendations For High-Dimensional Databases Using Query Workloads
IEEE 45 - Protection of Database Security via Collaborative Inference Detection
IEEE 46 - Multicast Routing with delay & delay Variation
IEEE 47 - Randomized Protocols for Duplicate Elimination in peer-to-peer Storage Systems
IEEE 48 - Demonstration of Secure Socket Layer
IEEE 49 - Coupling-Based Structural Metrics For Measuring the Quality of a Software
IEEE 50 - Dynamic Load Balancing in Distributed Systems in the Presence of delays: A Regeneration-Theory Approach
IEEE 51 - Efficient Approximate Query Processing in peer-to-peer Networks
IEEE 52 - Face Recognition for Smart Interactions
IEEE 53 - Efficient Monitoring Algorithm For Fast NEWS Alerts
IEEE 54 - IMine: Index Support for Item Set Mining

IEEE 55 - Intrusion Detection System over Abnormal Internet Sequence
IEEE 56 - A wireless distributed intrusion detection system and a new attack model
Chapter - 6
Java Project Titles – IEEE 2010

JIEEE 001. Preventing guessing Attacks using Fingerprint Biometrics
JIEEE 003. Noise Reduction by Fuzzy Image Filtering
JIEEE 004. Grid Computing using Java (Java Grid)
JIEEE 005. Network Scanner
JIEEE 006. Remote Administration Class Platform
JIEEE 007. Remote Peripheral Monitoring System
JIEEE 008. Java Source code Compatibility Analyzer
JIEEE 0010. Web Watcher
JIEEE 0012. Remote Database Explorer
JIEEE 0013. Global Editor
JIEEE 0014. IOTA – A Virtual Operating System
JIEEE 0015. A secure routing protocol for wireless Ad-HOC Network
Java 01-Shipping Corporation
Java 02-E-Business
Java 03 – ECRM(Electronic Customer Relationship Management)
Java 04- E-Transaction
Java 05 –Latest Mobile Commerce EJB & Client
Java 06 – Net Auction
Java 07 –Online Training – J2SE
Java 08-Courier Tracking
Java 09 – Network Monitor
Java 10-Books Online Shipping
Java 11 – College Management System
Java 12-Online Java Exam
Java 13-Project Planning Management
Java 14-Intranet Mail Server
Java 15 – Multi room Chat
Java 16-Stegnography
Java 17-A Civilization Game
Java 18-A Faculty Book System
Java 19- Advertising Agency
Java 20-Airline Reservation System
Java 21-ATM Database System
Java 22 – Bank Application System
Java 23- Cryptography
Java 24- JHYLA Fax
Java 25- Micromulator
Java 26- Network Camera Tool
Java 27 –Swix at Tool
Java 28- Career Information on Maintenance
Java 29 – Consultant Selection Process Tracking System
Java 30 – Distributed Channel Management System
Java 31 –Hospital Management System
Java 32-MIS
Java 33- Software Quality Search
Java 34- Dental Compression Code
Java 35- Digital Image Processing
Java 36- Firewall Server Authentication
Java 37- Order Processing System
Java 38- Latest Mobile Commerce Project
Java 39- Mail System
Java 40- Mail Access System
Java 41 – Online Examination System
Java 42 – College Time Schedule
Java 42 – Online Evaluator
Java 43- Software Development Company
Java 44- University Management
Java 45- SMTP
Java 46- Digital Stenography
Java 47-Time Bound Policy Assignment System
Java 48- XML Editor
Chapter - 8
Java Project Titles – Non IEEE 2011

Java 001 – Activity Organizer
Java 002 – Point Of Sale
Java 003 – Punch Card Tracking System
Java 004 – Blue Metal Management System
Java 005 – Gas Agency Management System
Java 006 – Chat Server
Java 007 – LAN Monitor
Java 008 – Online Discussion Forum
Java 009 – Performance Evaluation through RMI
Java 010 – Bakery Management System
Java 011 – Stock Management System
Java 012 – Formers Buddy
Java 013 – Urban Self Employment
Java 014 – Online Attendance Management System
Java 015 – Visualization Of Data Structures
Java 016 – Java Coverage Analyzer
Java 017 – Work to worker services to Unorganized sector
Java 018 – Web APP Scanner
Java 020 – Visualization of Compiler Phases
Java 021 – Virtual Medical Home
Java 023 – Automation of Lab Tasks
Java 024 – District Level Progressing System
Java 025 – Online Attendance Management System
Java 026 – Smart City
Java 028 – Back to My village
Java 030 – Online Document Management System
Java 031 – College Management Information System
Java 032 – Remote Approach For Effective Task Executing & Data Accessing Tool
Java 033 – Domain name service system with secured manner
Java 034 – Spread Node Relocation by Effective Tolerant Process
Java 035 – An Adaptive Programming Model for Fault-Tolerant Distributed Computing
Java 036 – Java Program Invention With User Integrated Developed Environment.
Java 037 – Remote System Access by Using VN
Java 038 – Network Load Balancing
Java 039 – Design a Guard System for Sybil Attack
Java 040 – Minimizing File Download Time in Stochastic Peer-to-Peer Networks
Java 041 – IP Fast Reroute Framework
Java 042 – Filtering Unwanted Packets on ATM Network
Java 043 – MultiServer Communication for Distributed Database Management
Chapter - 9
VB .NET Project Titles – Non IEEE 2010 : 2011

VBD 34 – Security Proficient Tool for Text File
VBD 35 – Port Scanning Detector
VBD 36 – Graphic Illustrations in Addition of Rotatory System
VBD 37 – Manifold File Security Provider Using Tripledes
VBD 38 – License Creator for Software Protection
VBD 39 – Tax Analysis Gadget Sheltered Communication using open key Infrastructure
VBD 40- Sheltered Communication using open key Infrasruction
VBD 41 – Academia Admission Portal
VBD 42 – Dispensary Management Software
VBD 43 – Intranet Chatting Portal
VBD 44 - Bio enable Finger Print time Attendance System
VBD 45 – Cyber Eye
VBD 46 - College Administration Portal
VBD 47 – Medical Management Software
VBD 48 – Payroll Proficient Tool
VBD 49 – Hospital Maintenance Software
VBD 50 – Library Management Software
VBD 51 –CD Development Analysis & Algorithms
V 02- Online Terminal Management System
V 04- Human Resource Management
V 05- Web Rating System
V 06- Mail Management using SMTP Mail Server System
V 07- Factory Management
V 08- Online Bug Tracking System
V 09- Online Call Logging & Customer Support System
V 11- Online Book Shop Management System
V 14- Online Material Requisitions, Collection & Stock handling management portal
V 19-Distributed Network Processor Utilization
V 20- Text file Hiding in Audio file (.WAV)using low BIT Encoding Stengnography
V 21- Enhanced License Maker for Software protection using Mac address & IP Address Blocking
V 22- Cyber Eye
V 23-Actuarial Projection System
V 24- Advanced Vehicle & Highly Systems
V 25- Developing Port Scanning Detection System
V 26- Development of a simple IP Submit Calculator tool
V 27- Inventory Control Management System
V 28-University Admission System
V 29- Dispensary Management System
V 31-Intranet Multiclient Chatting
V 32-Finger Print Based Employee Attendance System
V 33- Image Processing
V 35- Distributed Network Processor
V 37-Remote Explorer & Task Management for consulting nodes in local area network
V 38- Backup & Recovery Scheduler Automation Management
V 39- Network Load Balancing
V 40- File Protector
V 44-XML Code Editor with Syntax Checker & Syntax Coloring
V 49-Hospital Management System
V 50- Library Management System
V 51 – Income Tax Calculation
V 55- Generic Project management Portal
V 58- Medical Management System
V 59- Payroll Information System
V 64- The Time Attendance Software Tracks Employees
V 73- T-Blogger
V 74 – TCP IP Based Process Monitor & Controller
Vb01 - Cipher Text Using Symmetric Algorithm
Vb02 - Secure Message System
Vb03. A BASIC CLASS FOR A QUIZ GAME
Vb04.Career Shop Analyze Document
Vb05.Restaurant Billing
Vb06.Inventory Management
Vb07.Raw Material Management System
Vb08.Export Monitoring System
Vb09.Bug Tracking System
Vb010.Airlines Reservation
Vb011.Text to Speech
Vb012.Pharmacy Retail Management
Vb013.Hotel Reservation
Vb014.Biz Soft
Vb015.LIC – Insurance Policy Management
Chapter - 10
PHP Project Titles – 2010

Php001- Online Discussion Forum
Php002 – Sending SMS through Website
Php003- E-Accounting
Php004- Production Analysis & Controlling Using I-Net
Php005- Home Insurance Management
Php006-College Placement Cell
Php007-Online Job Provide & Online Exam
Php008-Online Tourism & Travel Management
Php009-Online School Management
Php010- Online Digital Photography
Php011-Intranet Campus Mail
Php012-Online Bookshop Management
Php013-Multithreaded Chat Server
Php014-Knowledge Management System
Php015-Hiding Binary Data in HTML Documents
Php016-Image Edge Detection
Php017-FTP through Proxy Server
Php018-Real Estate Management
Php019-Transport Management
Php020-E-news
Php021-E-Faq
Php022-Hotel Management
Php023-Online Library
Php024-Shopping Cart
Php025-Online Digital Media Optimization
Chapter - 11
PHP Project Titles – 2011

PHP 01 – A Resume Curriculum Vitae Maker
PHP 02 – Account Creation System
PHP 03 – Add Google Search Technology to your Site
PHP 04 – Blog Forum Registration/Add, Delete, Edit, Search & Send Message
PHP 05 – Books & Library Lending Management
PHP 06 – Commercial Website Sale House
PHP 07 – Complete Website Semi CMS
PHP 08 – Content Management System With database
PHP 09 – File Track System
PHP 10 – Gallery Photo
PHP 11 – HMS (Hotel Management System)
PHP 12 – Intelligent Online Tutoring System
PHP 13 – Inventory Management
PHP 14 – My Blog
PHP 15 – Online Reservation For rent a car
PHP 16 – Online Store
PHP 17 – PHP Voting
PHP 18 – Shopping Cart
PHP 19 – Simple PHP-My SQL Chat
PHP 20 – Social Networking Site
PHP 21 – Students Information System
PHP 22 – Text Analysis (V.O.I)
PHP 23 – Ticket Reservation
PHP 24 – Your Blogging System
PHP 25 – Bank Project
PHP 26 – C.T.Institute
PHP 27 – Hotel Management System
PHP 28 – Library Management
PHP 29 – Mail System
PHP 30 – Online Shopping
PHP 31 – Social Networking Site
PHP 32 – Auto Shop Manager (Self Operating System)
PHP 33 – Cochin University College of Engineering with Placement Cell
PHP 34 – Immaculate Marketing Pvt.Ltd
PHP 35 – Network Marketing Pvt.Ltd
Chapter - 12
Visual Basic Project Titles – 2011

VB 01 – Computerized Telephone Recording System
VB 02 – Financial Service Management System
VB 03 – Network Based Inventory Control System
VB 04 – Dial-Up Accounting
VB 05 – Bank Management System
VB 06 – Blood bank
VB 07- Bus Transport
VB 08 – Cargo Handling – For Road Ways
VB 09- Club Management System
VB 10 – Consultancy Management System
VB 11 – Bank Credit System
VB 12 – Currency management System
VB 13- Customer Service System
VB 14 – Driving License Management System
VB 15 – Electricity Management System
VB 16 – Online Exam
VB 17- Export Management System
VB 18- Automation Project
VB 19 – Airline Reservation System
VB 20- Gas Agency System
VB 21 – Hospital Management System
VB 22 – Hostel Management System
VB 23 – Hotel Management System
VB 24- Housing Management
VB 25- HTML Editor
VB 26 – Library Management System
VB 27 – Lodge Management System
VB 28 – Medical Management
VB 29- Automation Question Bank
VB 30 –Pharmacy Management
VB 31 – Test Banks
VB 32 –Money Transaction
VB 33 – Online Test
VB 34 – Passport Enquiry System
VB 35 – Pay Roll
VB 36 – Personnel Management System
VB 37- Petrol Information System
VB 38 – Petrol Bunk
VB 39 – Post Office Management System
VB 40 – Online Quiz
VB 41 – Sales Order Processing
VB 42 – Splitting the File
VB 43 – Bar Code Print
VB 44 – Multi Chain Market Monitoring
VB 45 – Tourism
VB 46 – Canteen Management System